This month marks sixty years since the Nuremberg code 1 -the basic text of modern medical ethics -was issued. The principles in this code were articulated in the context of the Nuremberg trials in 1947. We would like to use this anniversary to examine its ability to address the ethical challenges of our time. One of these is the question of scientific misconduct downstream to medical research, particularly when biased interpretations of clinical studies lead to an overoptimistic assessment of a new drug, which ends up being withdrawn from the market after harming many individuals, as happened with rofecoxib.
2 A second development is one that the Nuremberg judges could hardly have foreseen. In the age of AIDS, human research ethics began to be invoked not only to offer protection from research, but also to gain access to it. The AIDS crisis turned the fact of becoming a research subject into a kind of privilege, as it carried the hope of early access to treatment. Ethics must now reconcile two antagonistic objectives: protecting research subjects from possible harm, while ensuring non-discriminatory access to research for potential subjects; a tough balancing act.
The Nuremberg code evokes a dark time for medicine, yet remains a powerful symbol in inspiring the medical profession to stand up for its Hippocratic values and protect individuals from harmful medical experiments.
For the past 60 years, a series of ethical texts and instruments have relayed the Nuremberg court's opinion, 3 and completed or interpreted the code in the multifaceted context of medical experimentation. The medical profession thus draws on a vast body of ethical reflection to ensure that scientific advances do not prevail over the health and safety of individuals without their fully informed consent in medical experiments. However, we ask whether modern ethics and its binding instruments can always secure full protection to experimental subjects and beyond them, to the recipients of health care. In a context of relentless competition for resources among scientific institutions, ethical vigilance is a permanent necessity. Falsification of scientific results and the premature release of drugs on the market show that modern ethics does not in itself provide full protection against scientific misconduct, especially when it occurs beyond the critical step of malevolent or unsafe experiments involving human beings.
Bioethics 4 By centring exclusively on the war crimes and not on their broader context, the judges at Nuremberg issued the code in order solely to set the boundaries for "permissible experiments" and tackle the difficult question of the biomedical research conducted on human subjects outside Germany during the war. The court thus failed to produce a broader legal doctrine protecting individuals against harm induced by scientific practices at large, including not only human beings as subjects of medical experiments but also as consumers and beneficiaries of science's outcomes. O
